Abstract: This paper contributes an analytical nonlinear morphing model for high-amplitude corrugated thinwalled laminates of arbitrary stack-up with a corrugation shape composed of circular sections. The model describes large deformations, the nonlinear relation between line force and global stretch, and the distribution of local line loads. The quarter-unit-cell approach together with assuming small material strains and a plane strain situation contribute to the model's simplicity. It is explained how the solution procedure minimizes the force and moment residual of the equilibrium of cutting and reaction line loads by using Newton's optimization method. Deformation results are verified by comparison with FEM simulation. The effects of laminate design and corrugation amplitude on deformations, line-force-stretch diagrams, and bending-curvature-stretch diagrams are presented and discussed.
Introduction
Corrugated structural elements were first introduced in the construction sector by Henry Robinson Palmer in 1829 [1] . Later, the potential of corrugated sheets was employed in the aerospace industry. For instance, Hugo Junkers started to apply corrugated elements for the stabilization of wing and fuselage skins [2] [3] [4] [5] as for the aircraft Ju-52 [1] . Since a few years ago, corrugated laminates made from fiberreinforced composite materials are considered as candi-
Corrugated laminates for morphing wings
Current modern wing design uses slats, flaps, and ailerons to adapt airfoil shape to the various starting, cruising, and landing flight situations. The movable structures for controlling flight are connected to the main wing structure by gearing mechanisms and, often hydraulic, actuation members. As wing-shape adaptation relies on relative rigid-body motion of the shape-control structures, gaps of changing size can not be avoided to disrupt the airfoil. The additional disadvantages of structural complexity and weight motivates the search for different methods of shape adaptation, where discrete movable structures are not needed and the main wing changes shape instead, which concept is named the morphing wing. Friswell [6] gives a critical review on the morphing-wing concept. Review articles on morphing wing design with flexible skins made form corrugated laminates have been published by Thill et al. in 2007 [7] , Barbarino et al. in 2011 [8] , and Dayyani et al. in 2015 [9] . The most recent overview is provided in a book chapter by Airoldi et al. [10] . It is well accepted that the ideal flex-skin would be highly anisotropic, having a low in-plane axial stiffness but a high out-of-plane flexural stiffness [11] .
Design, structural response and experiments
Yokozeki et al. [12] consider corrugated laminates for morphing wings, perform mechanical testing to measure stiffness values in various directions, and consider measures to maintain a smooth airfoil surface. Shaw et al. [13] perform optimization on the parameters of corrugations whose shapes are composed of straight sections to improve buckling strength. Takahashi et al. [14] describe the development of variable-camber morphing wing, which is mainly composed of corrugated structures. A prototype model is designed by structural and aerodynamic analysis, manufactured, and tested in a wind tunnel. Previtali et al. [15] optimize a compliant morphing wing featuring a doubly corrugated flexible skin, manufacture a demonstrator and test its aeroelastic performance. Zheng and Qiu [16] propose an analytical method for finding critical buckling loads of composite corrugated plates which is treated as a substitute flat plate. The predictions consider laminate design variations and are compared with those made by detailed finite-element modeling. Kress and Thurnherr [17] investigate the response of laminates with high-amplitude circular-sections corrugation shapes to uniform pressure and find that the extreme anisotropy in bending stiffness invites global shear deformation to have a significant influence. Bai et al. [18] propose and study a corrugated flexible composite skin constructed with two thin-walled curved fibre-reinforced-plastics composite shells bonded together. They simulate the structural behavior and validate the simulation results with experiments.
Substitute-plate modeling
As early as 1986, Briassoulis [19] reviews analytical expressions for equivalent stiffnesses of orthotropic thin shells given in the literature to analyze corrugated shells based on the assumption that these can be presented as thin, equivalent orthotropic shells of uniform thickness. He also derives new expressions with improved mapping of equivalent properties. Yokozeki et al. [12] bases a simple analytical model on beam theory to predict stiffness along the corrugated direction of laminates made from woven composites which is considered a homogeneous material. Kress and Winkler [20] use thin-shell theory together with a unitcell approach and the generalized plane-strain assumption with respect to the direction transverse to the corrugations to derive exact solutions for deformations and state variables valid for symmetric cross-ply laminates, where the corrugation shape is composed of circular sections. Kress and Winkler [21] derive a finite-element formulation based on the same assumption of generalized plane strain that reduces the number of independent spatial variables from three down to two. The finite-element mesh is subject to the periodicity conditions of the unit-cell approach. The model can simulate the behavior of any corrugation shape, maps any laminate design correctly, and captures all through-thickness effects which is in contrast to the limitations of thin-shell theory. Both of their models produce a substitute-plate ABD matrix. Xia et al. [22, 23] 
Stresses in corrugated laminates
Using the reduced finite-element approach by Kress and Winkler [21] , Thurnherr et al. [27] present a parameter study on the influence of corrugation amplitude and different lay-ups on interlaminar stresses where they consider two geometries, one consists of circular sections and the other is a sinusoidal shape. They derive favorable configurations to minimize normalized interlaminar stresses.
Deformation limits of corrugated laminates
Winkler and Kress [28] determine the maximal possible deformations of a corrugated sheet where the corrugation pattern consists of two circular segments. The influence of the lay-up of cross-ply laminates and the influence of the geometry is investigated. The calculations are based on considerations of layer-wise strains that are calculated with the help of an analytical singly-curved shell model. For the evaluation of the influence of geometric nonlinearities finite element simulations are performed and compared to the linear strain limit calculations. The influence of scalable geometry parameters is also investigated. Schmitz and Horst [29] investigate deformation limits of circular corrugated unidirectional reinforced composites for bending dominated applications. They use a two-dimensional analytical stress-function approach that takes through-thickness normal stresses into account. Possible failure modes, namely fiber fracture and layer delamination, of unidirectional laminated corrugated sheets are predicted.
Large deformation of corrugated laminates
It is the direction along the corrugation where large deformations can appear if the corrugation amplitude is high enough. Thurnherr et al. [30] perform structural simulations with experimental validation to better understand the non-linear structural response. They also develop a simplistic non-linear model based on rods and rotational springs to efficiently simulate the highly non-linear loaddisplacement curves of corrugated laminates with high accuracy. However, the highly abstracted rod model maps neither the actual geometry nor the stresses within the laminate. Ren et al. [31] present a nonlinear planar beam formulation with stretch and shear deformations to study equilibria of a beam under arbitrary end forces and moments. The slope angle and stretch of the centroid line, and shear strain of cross-sections, are chosen as dependent variables in this formulation, and end forces and moments can be either prescribed or result from essential boundary conditions. For thin beams, where shear-strain influence on deformation is negligible, Kress and Winkler [32] use the same modeling idea some years earlier in context of finding realistic honeycomb-wall shapes resulting from the expansion process. This approach is used to develop the model for describing highly non-linear morphing deformations in the present work.
Structure of present work
Section 2 introduces geometric and mechanical unit cells and the geometric description of the assumed corrugation pattern consisting of circular sections as the reference configuration. The geometry description immediately yields the morphing stretch limits for very thin laminates. Section 2.3 explains how the assumption of cylindrical bending reduces the complexity of the relations between line loads and shell deformations as provided by the classical theory of laminated plates described in the text book by Jones [33] ; however, the assumptions pose no restriction on laminate design. Section 2.4 explains the equilibrium conditions at the mechanical unit cell, how the external forces are equilibrated by cutting-line-load distributions, and how these determine mid-plane-strain and bending-curvature distributions of the laminate. Section 2.5 explains how the deformed configurations are found by integrating bending curvature to find cross-sectional rotation and by integrating cross-sectional rotations to find the positions of the deformed material points [32] . Also, the effect of mid-plane strain on deformed configurations is taken into account by integration [31] . Section 3 explains the numerical procedure for finding deformed configurations where the cutting line loads are compatible with the bending curvatures and mid-plane strains. Verified prediction of deformations and other results are found in Section 4 whereas Section 5 provides a critical discussion. Conclusions are placed in Section 6.
Theory
The theory holds for corrugated laminates where the reference configuration is a periodic corrugation pattern consisting of circular sections and where the laminates are much thinner than the circular-sections radii. Thus, the deformations are nonlinear whereas the material strains remain small [31, 32] .
Geometric and mechanical unit cells
The sketch to the left in Figure 1 shows one periodic unit cell of the corrugation pattern and indicates the natural and essential boundary conditions. At all points marked with open circles the bending moment My vanishes. The leftmost point is fixed in space but allowed to rotate. The point at the right of the geometric unit cell does not move along z, uz = 0, and a specified displacement uy =û imposes morphing strain. The geometric-unit-cell is point symmetric with respect to its center point, and the two circular segments are in themselves symmetric with respect to vertical lines. Therefore, the point marked with a solid circle cannot rotate. Because of these circumstances, and even though the stack-up sequence of the first circular section, say [0n /90m], is reversed in the second one, the structural behavior of the geometric unit cell is fully described by the mechanical unit cell shown in the sketch to the right of the figure. The relation between line loads and deformations is described in the local system xst shown in Figure  2 , where the mapping between the coordinates of the moving trihedral x ξ 2 ξ 3 and those of the reference coordinates is given with
(1)
Unit-cell geometry and coordinate conventions Figure 2 indicates points in the reference configuration,
Reference configuration
where
where the angleψ 0 is a shape characteristic depending on the corrugation amplitude c:
Specified periodic length P and corrugation amplitude c determine the mid-plane curvature radius R:
where the condition that the reference configuration must not penetrate itself limits c to
where t is laminate thickness. The reference-shape curvature κ (0) is the inverse of the radius R and Figure 3 illustrates the dependence of the shape curvature on the corrugation amplitude, where both quantities are normalized with respect to the periodic length P. Note that extreme morphing stretches, where the corrugated laminate tends to become flat, will create less bending curvatures for highamplitude corrugations than for corrugation shapes composed of semi-circles (c = 0.25). Point B in the reference configuration shown in Figure 5 is given with:
The mid-surface length of the mechanical unit cell Ls,
determines the morphing stretch limits shown in Figure 4 : 
Mechanical unit-cell equilibrium
The local mid-surface in-plane line force N 2 (ξ2) along ξ 2 
whereas the local transverse force Q 3 (ξ 2 ) is not considered as the laminate thickness is assumed much smaller than the corrugation-shape curvature. We connect the local line loads with the second and the fourth of the laminate constitutive equations in (2) to obtain:
Resolving (13) for the laminate deformations gives:
where D is the determinant:
Curvature and rotation
The curvature κ (t) (ξ 2 ) of the deformed configuration is the sum of the shape curvature of the reference configuration κ (0) = 1/R and of the bending curvature ε 1 2 (ξ 2 ) due to deformation caused by mechanical load (14):
where the linear distribution of the bending moment M 2 , and with it that of ε 1 2 (ξ 2 ), along z has been considered. The total slope follows from integrating the curvature along the curvilinear coordinate ξ 2 [31, 32] :
where the integration constant C 1 must be adjusted to maintain the symmetry condition at B, namely θ (t) B = 0. The total slope equals the angle of rotation in the directional transformation (1).
Deformed configuration
The deformed configuration is calculated from integrating mid-plane strain ε 0 2 and rotation θ over the curved length ξ 2 .
Stretch of line elements
A reference-configuration line element of the mid-surface dξ (0) 2 changes length by the stretch λ:
2 .
At position ξ 2 the stretching of the line element gives the incremental displacements [31] :
Note that the stretch of the line elements becomes significant at the end of morphing action when the corrugated laminate has become almost flat. In addition, typical carbon-fiber reinforced material may fail at less than 0.5 percent strain transverse to the fiber direction.
Integration of the rotation
Positions of points in the deformed configuration are found by integrating the slope [32] and thereby considering the stretch [31] of line elements:
At position ξ 2 the stretching of the line element gives the incremental displacements: 
Displacements in reference coordinates
Displacements follow from the difference between current and reference configurations:
which yields:
Solution algorithm
Deformed configurations of the problem at hand depend most directly on an applied line force N. On the other hand, it is desired to specify morphing stretch. The solution algorithm is therefore partitioned into outer and inner iterative processes, where the outer process finds the line force effectuating that the actual stretch is equal to the specified one, and where the inner loop finds a deformed configuration where the reacting line loads agree with the internal line loads equilibrating the external force. Creating stretch-force diagrams from zero up to the specified stretchλ are also desired; therefore the line force N is increased in steps and the deformed deformations are calculated by the inner process until the actual stretch comes close to or exceeds the specified stretch. Then, the outer process starts to minimize the difference between actual and specified stretches.
Inner process
A loop on load steps creates the data points for line-forcedisplacement diagrams, as Figure 6 shows. The procedure starts with applying the force N to the reference configuration y (0) (ξ2) and z (0) (ξ2) to calculate curvature and midplane strain after (14) , angles after (17) , and the deformed configuration after (21) . At this point, the deformed configuration's interior loads cannot be in equilibrium with the 
where the symbol s replaces ξ 2 and where
where the first term in the parentheses presents interior loads corresponding with the actual deformation
and the second term contains the exterior loads dictated by global equilibrium. In a numerical presentation of the problem the integral becomes a sum over all entries of the data-point arrays:
where the curved mid-plane length Ls is subdivided into n sections of equal length ∆s and the state variables are assigned to the n + 1 interface and end points. The plate deformations ε 
where the array ε k contains midplane strain and bending curvature and where the improvement ∆x (t) is:
The derivatives can be calculated analytically, namely the gradient ∇f
and the Hesse matrix ∇∇f (t) :
The increments ∆ε
of mid-plane strain and curvature are:
so that the Newton Method gives the up-date rule:
As the line loads equilibrating external loading depend on deformations, the up-date must be improved in iterations. We find rapid convergence of this procedure up to intermediate stretch values, or deformations, above which the procedure tends to diverge. This phenomenon is generally caused by the objective function deviating too far away from a quadratic polynomial so that the minimum-point estimates of the Newton method become erroneous. The problem is mitigated by the modified Newton method employing line searches:
where α is the step length minimizing f along the search direction ∆ε
. We also find that simply multiplying the changes ∆ε
as predicted by (30) with a damping factor µ,
where k is inner-process iteration number, preserves convergence for any specified displacement.
Outer process
In order to let the actual deformed length y (k) B converge against the specified valueŷ B , we use the interval section method which is based on the rule of proportion:
The updated length y
should be closer to the specified stretch than the previous values:
If condition (38) applies, the line force N k+1 replaces either N k or N k−1 depending on which of the two leads to greater deviation of the actual stretch away from its specified value.
Stress evaluation
It is assumed that the ratio between laminate thickness and curvature is small enough for strains and stresses to be linear through laminate thickness. Stresses depend on mechanical as well as thermal-hygral loads. Thermal-hygral loads are taken into account by the equivalent line loads reacting to a full constraint of the free strains ε free [33] :
where the free strains arise from changes of temperature ∆T and moisture content ∆H and the corresponding coefficients of expansion:
Together with the mechanical lines loads, the equivalent line loads form the fictitious loads:
If thermal-hygral deformations have contributed to what may be considered the reference-configuration shape y (0) , z (0) in the sense that this is free of external mechanical loads, all schemes, modeling the effects of applying mechanical load on deformation, explained in Sections 2 and 3 as well as the deformation and structural responses shown in Section 4 remain valid by virtue of linear superposition that is justified under the small-strains assumption. For calculating strains and stresses; however, the thermal-hygral stresses must be taken in account with:
and
Simulations

Material, laminates, and reference shape
The sample problem uses unidirectional laminates made from prepregs T300/epoxy where specified displacements mentioned in the figure caption. It appears that the influence of laminate design increases at higher stretches where the line force gains significance if compared with the line moment. The strain-bending coupling of the unsymmetric laminate then causes higher deflections. For verifying the results of the analytical model, the deformations of the corrugated laminate with symmetric layup, as shown in Figure 7 have also been simulated by using a commercial FEM program [34] , see Figure 8 . The curved length of the quarter-unit-cell model is meshed with 100 two-dimensional finite elements with quadratic shape functions for mapping plain strain problems. Under a specified displacement at point B ofûy the FEM simulation yields a position z B = −8.54mm whereas the present analytical model evaluates z B = −8.48mm. The relative deviation between the two displacements, where the FEM result is used as reference, is −0.7%. If the vertical displacement is considered rather than the position, the relative deviation is one order of magnitude smaller.
Deformed configurations
Stretch-line-force diagrams
The observation, that at higher stretches the line force gains a more significant role on the deformations, is corroborated with the knee-shape characteristic of global line-force-stretch diagrams shown in Figure 9 where the knee-shape becomes more pronounced for thinner wall thickness. Figure 10 shows the influence of corrugation amplitudec at the same thickness t = 1mm. The diagrams indicate that not only the stretch limits reduce quickly but also that the average force required to approach the respective stretch limits increase significantly with decreasing corrugation amplitude. phing action for the various corrugation amplitudes indicated in the figure legend. The distribution of the maximum bending curvatures is directly related to the dependence of shape curvature on corrugation amplitude, see Figure 3 . The dotted line in Figure 11 indicates the curvature that leads to a maximum bending strain of ε(z = ±t/2) = ∓0.5%. Obviously, bending strain scales linearly with laminate thickness so that thinner laminates suffer less material straining during morphing action, so that they endure higher stretches.
Discussion
It can be seen from Figure 7 that for the relatively moderate stretch value λ = 2 of a high-amplitude corrugated lami-nate the displacement of material points towards the neutral plane of the corrugated laminate is small, so that the reduction of the cross-sectional bending moment of inertia remains small as well. Considering the potential application as a flexible part embedded in wing skin, the highamplitude corrugated laminate could also play the role of a local wing-skin stiffener where the bending stiffness contribution remains unaffected within moderate morphing stretches. In addition to its mechanical advantages, the high-amplitude corrugation shape, where the laminate almost touches itself, causes less aerodynamic roughness than lower amplitudes [35] , where the sketch of a wing skin with integrated flexible-skin section shown in Figure  12 gives a visual impression. Other advantages of the high-amplitude corrugated laminate consisting of circular segments is that bending curvature is smaller than for lower amplitudes or other corrugation shapes [30] and, by choosing thickness-to-shapecurvature ratios small enough, bending stresses can be kept below values critical for fatigue strength. Moreover, there is no need to fully utilize maximum morphing stretches of high-amplitude corrugated laminates: at stretch λ = 2 (corresponds with 100% structural strain of the flexible-skin section) the deformed shape retains much of the bending moment of inertia of the reference shape and actuation force as well as material strains remain small.
Conclusion
A nonlinear model for large deformation of cylindrical shells under cylindrical bending has been developed and applied to describe the morphing action of corrugated laminates where the reference configuration shape is composed of circular sections. The model allows instantaneously creating diagrams of structural response to applied stretch or force. The deformed configuration at specified stretch is verified through excellent agreement with the results of commercial FEM software modeling. The model provides a very efficient design tool and has been used to show that large corrugation amplitudes offer high stretchability and that utilizing only a small part of it does not change the shape characteristics significantly so that the cross-sectional bending stiffness is maintained through such moderate stretching. All results indicate practical advantages of the high-amplitude corrugation shape consisting of circular sections over other corrugation shapes.
